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Transformations of the Czechoslovak Prison System in the years 1965–1992. A

Narrative Approach.

The aim of this paper is to present first outcomes of an ongoing interdisciplinary

research on the Czechoslovak prison system in the years 1965–1992. This project is

focused both on transformations of the prison system in different periods of

communism and after its fall and on adaptation strategies of individual prisoners to the

changing prison system and the prison environment. On the system level we are

especially interested in mapping out attempts for humanization and

professionalization of the prison system in accordance with the suggestions and

findings of modern psychology and penology. This process was part of the

destalinization of Czechoslovak society but its development was undermined in the era

of normalisation in the 1970s and 1980s. On the individual level our main focus is on

prisoners' adaptation strategies to danger presented by the system and their survival

strategies in prison. On the system level our analysis concerns changes in public

discourse shaped by changing political, economic and social context. Taken together

we will analyze the dynamic between the individual narrative level and the master

narrative level and how it shaped the prison environment and prison experience. The

first step for us was to identify four master narratives on the system level which

inflenced the shape of the prison system in the defined period and at times competed

for dominance (e.g. the marxist-leninist master narrative and the humanistic master

narrative). The second step was to see how these were reflected in individual narratives

and hence attitudes and behaviour of our participants. These will be discussed.
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Colonised lives: shared experiences of the colonial era in Papua NewGuinea

The independent state of Papua New Guinea (PNG) gained its independence in 1975,

following nearly a century of colonial rule, mainly by Australia. For the past decade, I

have been fortunate to have been involved in several projects that use oral history

methodologies to explore the encounters of both Papua New Guineans and Australians

with the colonial period in PNG. The first, which commenced in 2008, involved

interviewing Australians who had lived and worked in PNG between 1940 and 1975,

and most recently I have been engaged in two projects that collectively examine the

experiences of Papua New Guineans during two of the most climactic moments in their

modern history, World War II and the achievement of independence.

This conference, with the theme of 'Memory and Narration', provides an opportunity for

reflection on what I have learned since I started recording oral history interviews in

2008. Perhaps the most obvious lesson is how a seemingly monolithic social process

like colonialism cannot be comprehended without an appreciation of the lived

experiences of individual women and men who formed part of it. How these lives

shaped the colonial period in PNG, and were in turn shaped by it, will form the main

part of my presentation.
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Deliberately and Inadvertently Longing for the Colonial Past: Oral History on the

Angolan Diamond Fields

This paper examines the nostalgia that residents living adjacent to the Lunda diamond

fields in northeastern Angola consistently express for the Portuguese colonial period,

when the mines were under monopolistic control of Diamang, a multi-national

concessionary company. Ex-employees often described the colonial past to me in much

the same way that some residents of the former Eastern Bloc nations nostalgically recall

the communist era, remembering the relative quietude and certainty of that time, but

also how the paternalistic company expanded remunerative opportunities – exploiting

its African employees, yet providing for them in many other ways.

Following the conclusion of the colonial era in 1975, an ensuing civil war (1975-2002)

devastated the incipient nation, with Lunda experiencing significant violence.

Currently, a "wild west" environment pervades Lunda, generating a culture of fear and

suspicion. Consequently, the oral histories I gathered from over ninety former Diamang

employees presented acute analytical and interpretive difficulties. I contend that the

post-independence chaos in Angola and attendant hardships prompted informants to

inadvertently romanticize the colonial period in their narratives, eliding important

exploitative dimensions. Indeed, rather than emphasizing the hallmarks of colonial

overrule, including forced labor and institutionalized racism, they regularly articulated a

genuine nostalgia for the "time of Diamang."

Conversely, I also contend that this longing for the colonial past in which these

informants engage(d) constitutes a deliberate politics of memory, as many informants

were engaged in a legal struggle with the para-statal diamond enterprise, Endiama,

over back wages; as such, it was politically expedient for their narratives to highlight the

relatively agreeable working conditions at Diamang in an attempt to contrast the

post-colonial enterprise with its predecessor. Set within this contemporary context, the

testimony reflects informants' discontent with their ongoing marginalization, while also

contributing to the formidable challenges of historical reconstruction predicated on

this oral evidence.
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Hypertext, Youtube, and Social Media in Constructing Personal and Shared

Narratives of Labor Migrants in Contemporary Russia

Using the theoretical approaches from Edward Said, Michel Foucault, Gayatri Spivak,

Walter Mignolo, and other scholars, my presentation will examine the possibility of

examining the voices from labor migrants from Middle Asia in contemporary Russia

through attention to non-conventional sources, such as hypertext, clips on youtube,

social media, and open publishing platforms such as www.stihi.ru. Although labor

migrants make a significant contribution to Russian economy, their voices, as a rule, are

absent from the Russian media, also because of language barriers between the

migrants and the Russians. Non-official media racialize the coverage of conflicts in

which labor migrants are involved and tend to portray them in a negative light. In a

study done by scholars from Tomsk, a Russian city, only two per cent of stories in local

newspapers was actually supplied by migrants themselves. At the same time, internet

can offer many possibilities to a scholar because the realm of the digital allows to

gather personal and shared narratives of labor migrants. My paper will also examine

methodological issues which such an intersection of oral and digital histories presents

by examining several cases, including the death of Umarali Nazarov, a 5-month son of a

migrant from Tajikistan that attracted considerable public attention to labor migrants

and gave a voice to a diaspora from Tajikistan. Digital spaces also is a space where

public battles between racists and internationalists, the supporters of strict border and

immigration control and its opponents and the intense public discussion about Russia

and its post-Soviet space in the age of globalization occur. It also becomes a space of

political mobilization and radicalization.
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